DOMAINE SIMON BIZE 2015
Chisa Bize has once again demonstrated the quality and value to be found
in Savigny-lès-Beaune with these stunning new releases!
| BOURGOGNE BLANC LES CHAMPLAINS 2015 | BOURGOGNE ROUGE LES PERRIERES 2015 |
| SAVIGNY-LES-BEAUNE LES BOURGEOTS 2015 |

"Chisa Bize and her team have made some lovely 2015s, with the ripeness of the vintage mirrored in
generous fruit components, but with all of the wines beautifully synthesizing this element with classic
Domaine Bize minerality and structural integrity."
- John Gilman, A View from the Cellar

Chisa Bize, is a Japanese Burgundian, writer, linguist, and most importantly a vigneron. She brings her
years of Burgundian experience and her Japanese “perfectionist” sensibilities to the work in the Bize
vines. She was thrown into running the Domaine at the start of the 2013 vintage, after the tragic death
of her husband Patrick.
Changing to a far more organic approach than her late-husband, also with aspects of biodynamics, she
now calls it Bize-dynamics. She is continuing the Bize approach of using 100% stems whenever

possible (i.e. not when there is hail damage, green stems or young vines) and uses open-top wooden
vats.
Even though there is hardly any wine in the cellar, due to frost, hail and generally low yields, what is
there is stunningly great.
The 2015 releases are so pitifully low in volume, that the 1er Crus will not be released until later in the
year (to even out their income / cash flow). The 2015 Bourgognes and Villages are available now.
In 2016 Chisa made 90 barrels, when in a normal vintage there would be 350! In 2015 the yields were
down 20%; but the fruit was perfect "and we hardly need to sort anything.” Chisa also says, “Not only
did we have perfect fruit and good ripeness, but the wine retained balance and great
freshness.”
For those who don’t know the Domaine well, it has been in the same family for several generations,
dating back to 1880 when Simon Bize, great Grandfather of the late Patrick Bize, owned several
parcels around the village of Savigny-Lès-Beaune. There is a very high percentage of old vines,
with average-ages up there with the likes of Domaine Leroy!

Bourgogne Rouge 'Les Perrieres' 2015
This is a single site Bourgogne level wine from a very well respected and elevated site looking down
on the village of Savigny-lès-Beaune itself. The word “Perrieres”, a common vineyard name, refers to
the limestone stones and rocks.
I remember showing the 2009 at a tasting seminar (organised by me, and presented by Nick Stock and
Jasper Morris MW), and the comments from Jasper that were echoed in the room, were that it was
equal to a “villages” wine, and this particular wine, year in - year out, drank like a level higher. This and
the neighbouring vineyard, Champlains, hold a special place in the psyche of the family as this is
where several Bize’s are resting eternally.
Bize Perrieres (as with all Bize reds) is always fermented with as many whole bunches as the vintage
and the health of the berries will allow, in the case of 2015, 100%. This stem inclusion imbues the wine
with extra “furry” tannin, texture, sappy / balsam / fragrant herbal tea and Asian spice nuances; but it
also takes away some colour brightness and some of the youthful appeal of the wine. BUT, the wines
are very stable and age-worthy, and other wines from other producers (including the bright purple fruit
bombs) more often than not, catch up and end up ageing quicker.
This is as firm and densely-packed as any Perrieres, that I have ever tasted, a tightly coiled spring of
dark cherry, spice and power, however it hasn’t lost the lovely pinot essence.
Buy this to drink, or keep for a few years at least.
"The 2015 Bourgogne “les Perrières” rouge had been racked in mid-September and was showing quite
nicely with a bit of air. The nose is quite black fruity this year, offering up scents of black cherries, dark
berries, espresso, gamebird and a nice touch of Savigny spice in the upper register. On the palate the
wine is pure, fullish and quite soil-driven in personality, with a good core, a bit of backend tannin and a
fine sense of reserve on the long and nascently complex finish. This will be an excellent example."
- John Gilman, A View from the Cellar

Bourgogne Blanc 'Les Champlains' 2015
Located next to the Perrieres site and a disused limestone quarry. This is an east facing site so the
wines are a little richer and more “generous”. There is a thin layer of soil with limestone bedrock
imbuing the wine with a nice “chalky/ mineral” character.
This has ripe fruit but a smoky, flinty edge with exotic wild honey / honeysuckle, gardenia and lemon
rind nuances. The acidity is balanced, but there is no harm in drinking this delicious wine now!

Savigny Lès Beaune 'Les Bourgeots' 2015
This villages wine comes from a site that sits at the base of 1er Cru Marconnets, on flatter lower land.
So you could be forgiven for thinking that the wine would be more tannic and less perfumed; however,

the opposite is true. It is exceptionally floral, subtle, and showing off a cherry and blue fruit bouquet. It
doesn’t taste like its 100% whole bunch at all which is a testament to the quality and concentration of
the fruit! It’s a “normal” 13.5% and it hardly tastes like it comes from a warmer vintage at all, it’s so
balanced and seamless. It has the latent power and balance of a 1er Cru.
"...Plenty of depth, good structure and a fine sense of soil signature. The bouquet wafts from the glass
in a youthful blend of cassis, black cherries, dark soil tones, woodsmoke, gamebird and Savigny
spices. On the palate the wine is deep, full-bodied and rock solid at the core, with great backend
mineral drive, ripe, chewy tannins and impressive length and grip on the youthful finish."
- John Gilman, A View from the Cellar

